SPM-A Synchronizer

Applications

Woodward’s SPM-A Speed and Phase Matching Synchronizer provides automatic frequency and phase matching when used with 2301, 2301A, and Electrically Powered Governor (EPG) electric load sharing control systems.

Description

The SPM-A Synchronizer automatically generates a signal to bias the speed of the prime mover of an off-line generator so that its frequency and phase match those of the bus. Tight control action is obtained by feeding the synchronizer’s speed bias signals directly into the electronic control’s speed loop error amplifier rather than through a motor-operated speed-setting potentiometer. The synchronizer automatically issues a signal to close the circuit breaker connecting the off-line unit to the bus when phase and frequency are matched within limits.

Four operating modes (Run, Check, Permissive, and Off) facilitate system testing and installation checkout without electrically disconnecting the synchronizer from the control system. These four modes are selected by an external switch (customer supplied) connected to the SPM-A Synchronizer.

The RUN mode allows synchronization and automatic breaker closure.

The CHECK mode allows testing correct synchronizing operation, but without circuit breaker closure.

The PERMISSIVE mode allows checking for acceptable synchronization, but does not trim speed or adjust voltage. If synchronization is correct, the breaker is allowed to close.

In the OFF mode, the synchronizer is out of operation.

The synchronizers are used in generator installations. Dynamics are adjustable. Only one model is required for fast or slow dynamics. The synchronizer is compatible with small or large diesels, gasoline or gas engines, and steam or gas turbines. Fast dynamics are designed to match the fast dynamics of small- to medium-size diesel engines. Slow dynamics are designed to match the slower dynamics of large diesel engines and turbomachinery and gas or gasoline engines.

There are four distinct functions in the SPM–A Synchronizer: the speed bias circuit, the enable circuit, the breaker closure circuit, and the voltage comparator circuit (see the synchronizer block diagram).

Speed Bias Circuit

By using the phase lock technique to compare bus and generator voltages, the speed bias circuit output causes the off-line generator set, through the bias circuit to the electronic control, to alter speed to match the bus phase angle. A lockout circuit disconnects the speed bias output when the close breaker command ceases. The synchronizer output then remains disconnected until it is automatically reset. This reset will take place if the speed of the oncoming unit drifts outside the permissive synchronizing window.

• UL and cUL Listed
• CSA Certified
• Automatic synchronization of generators
• Adjustable dynamics
• Frequency, phase, and optional voltage matching
• Selectable match-up time
• Automatic breaker closure
• Selectable output impedance
Enable Circuit
The enable circuit provides a secondary relative phase angle check and a coarse bus and generator voltage comparison. When conditions are acceptable, the enable circuit permits the breaker close circuit to issue a close breaker command. The enable circuit increases system reliability by preventing single-point failures from causing the close breaker command to be erroneously issued.

Breaker Close Circuit
The breaker close output, unless inhibited by the enable circuit, issues the command to close the main breaker if conditions are acceptable. If the relative phase angle between the bus and the generator voltages is zero and stays zero while the main breaker is closing, perfect synchronization and paralleling result. It is not necessary that the phase angle always be zero, just that the phase angle be less than the greatest allowable value, which is +10 degrees (within the “window”) and has been within the window for the window dwell time.

The synchronizer's phase match window dwell time may be chosen (by an internal selection switch for 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, or 1 second) to ensure that the phase angle is less than the greatest allowable phase difference when the breaker contacts engage. The close breaker command consists of the breaker close relay changing state for about one second. Refer to the Selections and Adjustments section (under Specifications) for standards.

Voltage Comparator Circuit
In the voltage matching model, the voltage comparator circuit of the synchronizer compares bus and off-line generator voltages. When voltages are equal, there is no comparator circuit output. If a difference of input voltage exists, an increase or decrease relay signal is sent to the generator's voltage regulator. Where a difference in voltage exists, the breaker closure circuit and the speed/phase output are inhibited.

Specifications
UL Listed E97763 or CSA Certified LR 46653 units available

Typical Synchronizing Time Under 5.5 seconds from a dead start (measured on a diesel engine generator set with 55%/second acceleration rate and governor at optimum settings)

Normal Speed Bias Range The speed bias output can effect a ±1.5 Hz frequency change at both 50 and 60 Hz generator frequencies.

Inputs
Voltage (Bus and Generator) 115 or 230 Vac rms 50/60 Hz
Voltage Tolerance +1.0%
Power Consumption 5 W maximum, from generator input

Outputs
Electronic Control Compatibility • High impedance output for 2301 electronic load sharing control systems
• Low impedance output for 2301A, EPG, and 2500 load sharing control systems and EGA or EGM with external resistor
• EPG output for Electrically Powered Governor (EPG) without load sharing

Breaker Close Relay Normally open contacts provided

Breaker Close Relay Contact Ratings:
Resistive Loads
• 10 A at 28 Vdc
• 3 A at 115 Vac, 50/60 Hz
• 1.5 A at 230 Vac, 50/60 Hz
Inductive Loads
• 6 A at 28 Vdc
• 2 A at 115 Vac, 50/60 Hz
• 1 A at 230 Vac, 50/60 Hz

Breaker Close Command Duration Approximately 1 second
Enable Indicator Lighted when the enable circuit is satisfied

Selections and Adjustments
Operating Modes Run, Check, Permissive, and Off modes. External wiring provides remote mode switching by customer supplied switch.
Synchronizer Reset The synchronizer is reset automatically
Phase Match Window ±10 degrees is standard
Match Up Time 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, or 1 second are selectable with an internal switch (set for 1/2 second at factory)
Voltage Matching Range 1% or 5% are standard (other values available at special request)
Phase Offset: Compensates for any phase shift between the power source and the synchronizer circuit within a 15 degree range.

Voltage Offset: Compensates for any voltage shift between the power source and the synchronizer circuit within 29% of the input voltage.

Stability and Gain: Matches the dynamics of the synchronizer to the dynamics of the electronic control being used.

Physical Installation:
- Location: Mount with switch gear
- Mass/Weight: 2 kg (5 lb)
- Ambient Temperature Range: –54 to +66 °C (–65 to +150 °F)

Technical Manual: 82384
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